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 4 

USING THE MVZ’S DATABASE 5 

AN ARCTOS PRIMER 6 

 7 

ARCTOS is a multi-institution, multi-collection, public museum database, which provides access to more than 675,000 8 

records from 35 individual collections.  The ARCTOS interface allows you to search for records using multiple search 9 

parameters, including taxonomy (e.g., species, common name), geography (e.g., locality, geographic feature), date or 10 

collector (including date ranges), parts or relationships between specimens, or usage (including projects or citations).  11 

Any of these features can be used to suit your individual data needs.   12 

The two main avenues for obtaining data relevant to the parks include searching “Projects” or “Geographic Feature”.  13 

Projects are created to identify specimens and other metadata (including field notes, photos and other data) associated 14 

with a research program, a dissertation, or other project using the museum’s collection.  Specimens and their metadata 15 

associated with the historic Grinnell surveys and the modern resurveys are associated with projects.  These projects 16 

allow one to see how the museum’s collection is being used, how specimens are related to one another, and what 17 

outcomes result from the research conducted with these holdings, including peer-reviewed publications and public 18 

media coverage to name a few.   19 

Geographic feature searches allow for one to use a place name (in the example below, Yosemite National Park) to 20 

identify records and metadata associated with that feature.  Other spatial queries can be conducted as well, and will be 21 

discussed in a later version of the primer. 22 

Instructions for each of these methods are outlined below. 23 

Method 1: Searching under Projects 24 

A. Initiating the project search 25 

ARCTOS can be accessed by the following link: 26 

http://arctos.database.museum 27 

The front page allows you to begin your search.  Under the “Search” pull-28 

down menu, select “Publications/Projects” (Fig. 1). 29 

 30 

 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

Figure 1. Searching for a project begins under the “Search” 

pull-down menu. 

http://arctos.database.museum/
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 35 

B. Entering your search terms 36 

Once you are on the Publication/Project 37 

Search page, enter your search criteria.  You 38 

can search for many features within a project, 39 

including a title keyword, a participant, or a 40 

year.  In this case, we will search for projects 41 

containing the word “Grinnell” in the title (Fig. 42 

2). 43 

 44 

 45 

 46 

 47 

 48 

C. Search results 49 

  50 

Figure 2. Entering your search parameter on the “Publication/Project Search” page. In this case, we 

are looking for all projects with “Grinnell” in the title. 

Figure 3. Project and publication search results with “Grinnell” as a keyword. 
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Your search results, which will include both projects and publications with “Grinnell” as a keyword, will appear on a new 51 

page, listing some details about each (Fig. 3).  Scroll down the page and click on the project titled, “Historic Grinnell 52 

Survey: Yosemite Transect.” 53 

 54 

D. Project page 55 

After clicking on the project, you 56 

will see a screen with information 57 

on the specific project (Fig. 4).  58 

Here you will find contributors to 59 

the project, a brief description, a 60 

list of publications associated with 61 

the project, specimens, and 62 

metadata links.   63 

 64 

To explore what specimens are 65 

associated with the project, scroll 66 

down to the “Specimens 67 

contributed” section and click on 68 

one of the links. You can search 69 

within individual collections, or 70 

find all specimens within the 71 

project. 72 

 73 

 74 

 75 

E. Project specimens 76 

By clicking on any one of the specimens links, 77 

you will return results for the specimens within 78 

that category or collection (Fig. 5).  From this 79 

page, you can select an individual specimen, a 80 

species or a locality, just by clicking one of the 81 

links on the screen.  For this example, we want 82 

to see details for MVZ Bird 25049 (Cyanocitta 83 

stelleri frontalis). 84 

 85 

Figure 4. Project page for “Historic Grinnell Survey: Yosemite Transect”. 

Figure 5. Total specimen results from the project, “Historic Grinnell Survey: Yosemite Transect.” 
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 86 

F. Specimen details 87 

 88 

 89 

 90 

 91 

 92 

 93 

 94 

 95 

 96 

 97 

 98 

 99 

 100 

Within the specimen details page, you can find information on identification, locality, collectors, parts, 101 

attributes, and other information (Fig. 6).     102 

 103 

G. Other projects using the same specimens 104 

Within the projects page (Fig. 4), you 105 

can also identify other projects which 106 

have used the specimens contributed 107 

by the project you are searching under. 108 

These can be found by scrolling down 109 

the screen on the project page.  For 110 

example, there are nine additional 111 

projects that have used specimens 112 

contributed by the “Historic Grinnell 113 

Survey: Yosemite Transect” project. 114 

 115 

Figure 6. Details for specimen “MVZ Bird 25049”. 

Figure 7. Additional projects using the specimens contributed by the “Historic Grinnell Survey: 

Yosemite Transect” project. 
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 116 

H. Project media and additional metadata 117 

 118 

Media assoicated with the project can also 119 

be explored further down the project page 120 

(Fig. 4).  Images are presented with their 121 

associated details, many of which can be 122 

searched on by clicking the appropriate 123 

link (Fig. 8).   124 

 125 

 126 

 127 

 128 

 129 

 130 

 131 

 132 

By clicking on an image, you will be 133 

redirected to the selected photo housed on 134 

the “CalPhotos” website (Fig. 9).  This page 135 

provides additional information on the 136 

image, including photo number, date, 137 

locality, subject, and photographer.  It also 138 

includes a link to a high resolution version 139 

of the image.  140 

 141 

Field notes will also be available for 142 

download in a similar manner as images. 143 

 144 

 145 

 146 

 147 

Figure 8. Media associated with project, “Historic Grinnell Survey: Yosemite Transect”. 

Figure 9.  CalPhotos link to image 1649 from project “Historic Grinnell Survey: Yosemite Transect.” 
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 148 

Method 2: Searching under Geographic Feature 149 

A. Initiating the specimen search 150 

ARCTOS also allows specimen and metadata 151 

queries by searching under a particular 152 

Geographic Feature.  This can be done under the 153 

“Search” pull-down menu, select “Specimens” 154 

(Fig. 10).  The default ARCTOS home screen will 155 

also give you the specimen search feature. 156 

 157 

 158 

 159 

 160 

 161 

 162 

 163 

B. Specifying the geographic feature 164 

 165 

Searching under a geographic feature can be 166 

done in multiple ways.   167 

A. By searching under “Any Geographic 168 

Element” (Fig. 11a), your search results will 169 

return any records with “Yosemite National 170 

Park” in the locality or higher geography 171 

information. 172 

 173 

 174 

 175 

 176 

Figure 10. Initiating a specimen search. 

Figure 11a. Searching for records with “Yosemite National Park” under Any Geographic 

Element. 
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 177 

B. By searching under “Geographic Feature” 178 

(Fig. 11b), your search will return records where 179 

“Yosemite National Park” has been listed as part of 180 

the higher geography.   181 

 182 

Searching under “Geographic Feature” may 183 

produce a subset of results when searching under 184 

“Any Geographic Element” because it requires 185 

your search terms to be found within the higher 186 

geography.   187 

 188 

 189 

 190 

 191 

 192 

 193 

For more information on what constitutes a higher geography, see: 194 

http://g-arctos.appspot.com/arctosdoc/higher_geography.html 195 

 196 

 197 

C. Search results 198 

The results of your search will be in the same format as 199 

those from project specimens (Method 1, E).  From this 200 

page you can do the same things as before, including 201 

searching for details on individual specimens, species 202 

or localities. 203 

 204 

 205 

 206 

 207 

Figure 11b. Searching for records with “Yosemite National Park” under Geographic Feature. 

Figure 12. Specimen results from a geographic feature search. 

http://g-arctos.appspot.com/arctosdoc/higher_geography.html
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Additional Features of ARCTOS 208 

A. Non-vouchered species data – observations 209 

In addition to vouchered specimen data, 210 

ARCTOS also houses additional data on non-211 

vouchered species records.  These records 212 

include observations, caught and released 213 

animals, and animals where only a genetic 214 

sample were taken (e.g., an ear snip or blood 215 

sample).  To search for these records, click the 216 

“Include Observations?” box (Fig. 13, arrow “1”) 217 

and enter your search criteria.  For this 218 

example, select “MVZ Observations-Mammal” 219 

from the drop-down “Collection” menu (Fig. 13, 220 

arrow “2”) and enter “Peromyscus” in the “Any 221 

Taxonomic Element” box.  Click on any of the 222 

results will show you a specimen details page.  223 

In the example below (Fig. 14), MVZ-224 

Observations-Mammal 34 was an ear clip 225 

collected from Peromyscus maniculatus on 24 226 

August 2008 in Broder/Monache Meadow.  We 227 

are working on adding observation data to 228 

ARCTOS and these records will ultimately be 229 

included in the list of contributed specimens. 230 

 231 

 232 

 233 

 234 

 235 

 236 

 237 

 238 

 239 

 240 

 241 

 242 

Figure 13.  Searching for non-vouchered specimen records. 

Figure 13. Searching for non-vouchered species records. 

Figure 14. Specimen details page for MVZ-Observation-Mammal 34. 
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 243 

B. BerkeleyMapper 244 

 245 

ARCTOS also allows the mapping of 246 

georeferenced specimens returned 247 

from a search through a 248 

GoogleMaps interface.  This link can 249 

be found at the top of the search 250 

results page (Fig. 15).  The number 251 

of records that can be mapped is 252 

give to the left of the 253 

BerkeleyMapper links. 254 

 255 

 256 

 257 

 258 

 259 

 260 

 261 

 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 

 266 

 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

By clicking the “BerkeleyMapper” link, your specimen results will be shown in a new window with clickable links to 271 

identify individual specimens (Fig. 16). 272 

Figure 13. Georeferenced specimens can be mapped using the BerkeleyMapper link. 

Figure 15. Georeferenced specimens can be mapped using the BerkeleyMapper link. 

Figure 16. BerkeleyMapper results from specimen search using geographic feature. 
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 273 

 274 

If you are interested in a particular species, you 275 

can also use BerkeleyMapper to map a species 276 

range for that species by clicking the 277 

“BerkeleyMapper + Rangemaps” link, just to 278 

the right of the “BerkeleyMapper” link.  On the 279 

left (Fig. 17) is an example of the results from 280 

the “Yosemite National Park” geography 281 

search, along with the range map for 282 

Glaucomys sabrinus. 283 

 284 

 285 

 286 

C. Coordinate encumberances 287 

 288 

 289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

 293 

 294 

 295 

 296 

For sensitive species, the ARCTOS interface allows for specimen coordinates to be encumbered, or “masked” from public 297 

view (Fig. 18).  In the above example, data on higher geography and locality are available, but the coordinates have been 298 

masked to protect the habitat where the species lives.  Because the locality information had already been published 299 

elsewhere, it was retained in the specimen record.  Requests for record encumberances within ARCTOS must be 300 

directed to the MVZ Director, Curator, and Collector(s). 301 

 302 

Figure 17. Geographic feature search results and range map of Glaucomys sabrinus. 

Figure 18. ARCTOS allows the masking of certain data fields, including coordinates. 
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 303 

D. Customization of the ARCTOS interface  304 

 305 

1.  Account registration 306 

 307 

 308 

By registering for an account with ARCTOS, many additional customizable features can be enabled, including generating 309 

saved searches that can be repeated over time.  By click on the “Create Account” link in the upper right of the ARCTOS 310 

main screen (Fig. 19, arrow “1”), you can enter a username and password to create your account (Fig. 19, arrow “2”).  In 311 

this example, we created an account with username “student”, password “NPS”. 312 

 313 

2. Form customization 314 

 315 

By clicking on the “Customize 316 

Form” link near the top of the 317 

page (Fig. 20), you can adjust 318 

what fields are returned when 319 

you are logged in (Fig. 21). 320 

 321 

 322 

 323 

 324 

Figure 19.Registering for an ARCTOS account. 

Figure 20. Customizing fields within a user account. 
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 325 

 326 

 327 

 328 

3. Saved searches 329 

 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 

 334 

Once you have generated a search, you can click “Save Search” at the top of the screen (Fig. 22), name the search, then 335 

return at a later time to generate the same search using the saved search terms (Fig. 23).  336 

 337 

 338 

 339 

 340 

Figure 21. Selecting on any of a number of features within Customize Form allows you to tailor your results to your needs. 

Figure 22. Saving your search. 
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 341 

 342 

 343 

 344 

 345 

 346 

 347 

4. Downloading data 348 

 349 

 350 

 351 

 352 

 353 

 354 

 355 

 356 

Once you are a registered user, you can also download your data as a .txt, .xml, or .csv file (Figs. 24 & 25). 357 

 358 

 359 

 360 

 361 

 362 

Figure 23. Uploading your saved searches. 

Figure 24. Select “Download” to save your data in one of three formats. 

Figure 25. Downloading your data requires name, affiliation, purpose of download and agreement fields to be filled out. 

Figure 23.Uploading your saved searches. 


